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Appeal Under Section 44 of RER ACT 2016.

ORAL JUDGMENT :

Order under challenge

1. lmpugned order dated 24,1O.2018 passed by Ld. Chairman

MahaRERA in Complaint No. 55143 is assailed in this Appeal.

Home buvers and Developer

2. Appellants are the Allottees. Respondent is the promoter.

Complaint No. 55143 was filed by Allottees against the promoter

under section 12 and section 18 of RER Act, 2016 mainly for the

relief of interest on delayed possession and compensatlon. I will

refer the parties as promoter and allottees for the sake of brevity.
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Nature and particulars of transaction

3. Promoter launched the project namely lndiabulls Greens, at

Panvel, District Raigad. Allottees have booked flat No. 706 in
building No. 8-G1 in the said project. Building consists of 37 floors.

Promoter agreed to sale and Allottees agreed to purchase the flat

for total price of Rs.29,09,353/-. Accordingly, agreement for sale

was executed and registered on 20.08.2011 between the parties on

certain terms and conditions. Promoter agreed to hand over the

possession of the flat within 60 months as per clause (9) of an

agreement. So, promoter was under obligation to hand over the

possession of the flat up to August, 2016. At the same time,

Allottees were under obligation to make the payment of the price

as per the schedule of payment mentioned in an agreement.

G rievances of Al lottees

4. Allottees have alleged that they have paid the total price of

the flat to the promoter as per schedule of the payment as shown

in an agreement. They have alleged that promoter failed to hand

over the possession within the stipulated time of 60 months. They

have further alleged that amenities and facilities which were

promised to be given as per advertisement of the project in Times

of lndia news paper and broacher are not given to the Allottees,

According to the Allottees promoter made false and incorrect

statement in the advertisement and broacher regarding facilities

and amenities to be provided to the flat purchasers in the said

project. So, Allottees have claimed compensation for damages or

loss sustained by them on account of such incorrect and false

information of providing facilities and amenities as per Section 12

of RER Act,2016. Allottees have also claimed interest for the delay
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in handing over the possession of the flat as per section 1g of RER

Act.

Decision of Authoritv
5. Promoter appeared before RERA Authority in view of the
complaint filed by the Allottees. Matter was heard in presence of
both the parties. considering submission of both sides and
respective cases and documents filed by both the sides, the Ld.

chairman of MahaRERA Authority passed impugned order on
24.10.2018 and disposed of the complaint. Authority held that
occupation certificate is already received and section 1g is not
attracted and interest including compensation for delay in handing
over the possession cannot be given. Authority directed the
Allottees to take the possession and also directed to the promoter
not to claim or demand any charges for facilities or amenities which
are not provided for the time being and until the time those are
provided. Authority also directed promoter to initiate the process of
formation of Society within 30 days.

Grounds of Appeat
6. Feeling aggrieved by the order of the authority, Allottees have
preferred this Appeal. Heard Ld. advocate for Allottees at length as
to how the impugned order is illegal and improper and against spirit
of RER Act 2016 and the order stands vitiated for not foilowing
principle of natural justice in deciding the complaint by Authority.
Heard Ld. advocate for Respondent who highlighted some
important legal aspect of the matter and supported the order
rejecting relief of interest under section 1g of RER Act, 2016.
Perused the documents filed on record by both the parties including
impugned order, copy of originar compraint, copy of agreement for
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sale, Appeal memo, reply to Appeal memo, rejoinder to reply etc.

The Ld. advocate for the Allottees mainly argued that impugned

order is incorrect and bad in law since relief claimed for interest

including compensation for delay in delivering the possession

under section 18 of RER Act is rejected only because occupancy

certificate is issued. According to him inspite of payment of full price

of the flat, promoter failed to discharge its obligation in giving the
possession of the flat within the stipulated time agreed in an

agreement. He further argued that though, occupancy certificate is
received in part, amenities and facilities promised by the promoter

are not yet provided and the offer of the possession is not with

fulfilment of all the promises regarding facilities and amenities.

According to him conduct of promoter in not providing amenities

and facilities promised in advertisement and broacher amounts to

incorrect and false statement on the part of promoter and Allottees
are entitled to claim compensation for loss and damage sustained
by them on account of such false and incorrect advertisement and
broacher. He also argued that promoter has started claiming extra

charges under different headings even though, such facilities are

not provided. Ld. advocate for the Allottees further relied on
different grounds mentioned in Appeal memo and requested to
quash para 3 to 6 in the impugned order. Allottees have prayed in

appeal that promoter be directed to complete the work of building
and project and obtain full occupancy certificate within the time.
Allottees have also prayed in Appeal that promoter be directed to
pay interest on delayed period of possession. Allottees have further
prayed in appeal that promoter should not demand any amount

which is against the provisions of MOFAAct and Rules there under.
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It is also prayed in Appear that promoter be directed to form society
and not to demand maintenance charges unless possession is

given.

Some new reliefs in appeal
7. Considering the above submissions and particularly the relief
sought in Appeal by the Allottees it is quite evident that Allottees
have come in Appeal to seek some new and fresh reliefs such as
direction to the promoter to compete work of building and project
and to obtain full occupancy certificate within time and direction to
the promoter that he should not demand any amount against
provisions of MoFA Act and direction to the promoter to form the
society and not to make demand of maintenance charges till the
possession is given. ln fact direction to form society is already
given in impugned order and again it is prayed in Appeal memo.

Points for determination
8. ln view of rivar contentions of both sides and arguments
advanced by Ld. advocate of both sides, the foilowing points arise
for my determination;

POINTS

i) whether the principres of naturar justice is

followed by Authority whire passing the impugned

order?

Whether the impugned order is just, proper and

legal?

whether the impugned order needs modification?

What order ?

My findings on above points for reasons stated betow

ii)

iii)

iv)
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are as under.

FINDINGS

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

REASONS :

Affirmative

Partly Affirmative.

Partly Affirmative.

As per final order.

Principle of Natural Justice
L ln the Appeal memo, Ailottees have raised objection that the
principles of natural justice is not followed by the Authority while
passing impugned order. Nobody should be condemned unheard
and opportunity of hearing must be given is the foundation of
Principle of Natural Justice. Rule 6 and r of Maharashtra Real
Estate (Regulation and Development) (Recovery of lnterest,
Penalty, compensation, Fine payable, Forms of complaints and
Appeal etc.) Rules, 2017, provides the manner of filing complaint
and the procedure of holding inquiry by Authority or by adjudicating
officer in respect of complaints filed by aggrieved person under
section 31 of RER Act, 2016 in the prescribed forms. I would like
to point out that Rules 6 and 7 is procedural aspect of the matter.
The most imporlant thing in conducting the procedure is to see that
principles of naturaljustice is followed by giving opportunity to both
the sides to make their submissions and to produce the evidence
in respect of their respective cases. tn the present matter, careful
perusal of impugned order shows that both parties with their
respective advocates were present before Authority and on the
basis of cases put up along with evidence before the Authority,
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impugned order was passed. lt is pertinent to note as far as

procedural aspect of conducting inquiry under Rule 6 and Rule 7 is

concerned, the principle of natural justice is required to be followed

by giving opportunity to both the sides. provision of filing the

complaints on-line is made available by Authority and it is followed.
Parties appeared before Authority. Explanation from the other side

i.e. the party against which the complaint is filed in called. such
explanation is given by other side and it may not be necessarily in

writing. on the basis of complaint in writing and explanation of
opposite side in oral form and after accepting documents and after
hearing the arguments of both the sides, authority has passed the
impugned order. Both parties were heard to their satisfaction as

revealed from impugned order.

Obiection to practice and procedure

10. whenever the party makes a grievance about practice and
procedure followed before the forum, in deciding the matter, the
order passed by the forum is always taken into consideration while
ascertaining the genuineness of such grievance.

Law laid down bv Hon,ble Apex Court
11. ln case law (1982) supreme court cases, 463, state of
Maharashtra vs. Ramdas Shriniwas , the Hon'ble Apex court has
laid down that statement of fact regarded proceedings in court such

as admission or concession made by the party recording in
judgment of the court is held as conclusive and does not open to
be contradicted in Appeal by denying the making of such statement
and only the Court recording such statement itself is the competent
to rectify error if aggrieved party approaches to such court without
delay. Similarly, in case of (2004) 10 Supreme Court Cases, Sgg,
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Rambali Vs. State of U.P. the Hon'ble Apex Court has laid down

that whatever happen in the Court and what transpired at the time

of hearing in the court, statement recorded in judgment in respect

of that is held to be conclusive and cannot be contradicted on

affidavit or otheruirise by any evidence and aggrieved party must

approach the same Court without any delay for rectification.

Admittedly, party having grievance about practice and procedure

adopted for disposing the matter did not approach the same

Authority to redress the grievance.

Effect of irreqularitv or illeqalitv in procedure

12. ln both above mentioned case laws, the question of facts and

procedure was involved. So, after carefully considering the

impugned order it is quite evident that both parties were present

and were heard and were given opportunity to adduce evidence

and thereafter, the impugned order was passed. So, it cannot be

said that the principles of natural justice was not followed. After all

nobody can be condemned unheard is the foundation of principles

of natural justice and it is duly observed by the Authority while

passing the above mentioned impugned order. Apart from this I

would like to point out that irregularrty in observing the procedure

as per the rule is different than illegality in wrongly conducting the

procedure. Merely because some irregularity is committed,

decision cannot be said to be illegal and vitiated unless it is shown

by the aggrieved party that gross injustice is resulted to such party

on account of such irregularity. There is absolutely no illegality

appears to have been committed while passing the impugned order

by Authority and hence, the submission regarding violation of

principles of natural justice on the part of Authority while passing
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the impugned order as made by the allottees is not acceptable and

cannot be accepted as the ground for quashing the impugned

order. lt cannot be ignored that RER Act is special statute and

RERA Authority as well as Appellate Tribunal are independent and

separate adjudicating machinery provided under the Act to deal

with the dispute arising out of this Act. Moreover, time limit is
prescribed to decide such disputes by Authority or by Appellate

Tribunal and such time limit is about two months only. ln fact

Authority is not supposed to conduct a trial of the Complainants as

if the trial conducted in Civil or Criminal Court. Neither Civil

Procedure Code is binding nor Rule of evidence is binding on the

Authority or Appellate Tribunal while deciding the dispute under

RER Act, 2016. However, application of Civil Procedure Code and

Evidence Act is not totally barred. We are guided by C.P.C. and

Evidence Act to adjudicate the dispute under RER Act, 2016 which

is social and beneficial legislation. Authority and appellate Tribunal

are empowered with vide power to adopt the proper procedure to

adjudicate the dispute under RER Act, 2016. But it is made

mandatory to follow principle of natural justice in such procedure.

Authority is empowered to call information and conduct

investigation on the complaint made or even suo moto as per

Section 35 of RER Act, 2016. Authority shall have powers of Civil

Court under C.P.C. while trying suit in respect of matters namely;

Section 35(2) : Powers of Authority to call for
i nfo rm ati o n, co n d u ct i nvesti g ati o n s.
Notwithstanding anything contained in any other

law forthe time being in force, while exercising the

powers under sub-secf ion(1), the Authority shall

have the same powers as are yesfed in a civil
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coutt under the code of civil Procedure, 1908

while trying a suit, in respect of the following

matters namely:-

(i) The discovery and production of books of
account and other documents, at such
place and at such time as may be specified
by the Authority.

(ii) Summoning and enforcing the attendance
of persons and examining them on oath;

(iii) /ssurng commission for the examination of
yyifnesse s or documents;

(iv) Any other matter which may be prescribed.

13. Similarly, Section 36 empowers Authority with power to issue

interim orders during an enquiry. As per Section 38(2) Authority

shall be guided by principal of natural justice and subject to other

provisions of RER Act, 2016, Authority shall have powers to

regulate it's own procedure. Authority is also empowered under

Section 38 to impose penalty or interest for breach of obligation

under the RER Act, 2016.

14. ln fact simple inquiry is contemplated to be conducted by

Authority for deciding the complaint under Section 31 of RER Act

So, on the backdrop of above observation I again reiterate that

presence of both parties and participation of both parties in hearing

before Authority and thereafter, passing of order on the basis of

submissions of both the sides by RERA Authority is sufficient to

show that the principles of naturaljustice is followed in deciding the

dispute by RERA Authority.

15. Every order, direction and decision of Authority can be
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challenged by preferring appeal under Section 44 of RER Act, 2016
before Appellate Tribunal by the aggrieved person. rt is first appear.
such right of firing appear by aggrieved person is statutory right
provided under section 44 of RER Act, 2016. Appeilate Tribunar is
empowered to re-assess the evidence of both sides in first appear.
It is fact fining process in first appear. As per section 44(6)of RER
Act, 2016 Appeilate Tribunar may carr record and proceeding of the
complaint of which impugned order is chailenged before Appeilate
Tribunal. I may refer section 53 of RER Act, 2016 which specifies
powers of the Appelrate Tribunar for deciding first Appear. section
53 reads as under :

Sectron 53 : powers of Tribunal
(1) The Appellate Tribunar shail not be bound by the pro-

cedure laid down by the code of civir procedure,

1908 but shail be guided by the princrples of naturar
justice.

121 subject to the provisions of this Act, the Appellate
Tribunal shail have power to regurafe ifs own proce-
dure.

(s) The Appellate Tribunal shatt also not be bound by
the rules of evidence contained in the lndian Evi_

dence Act, 1872.

1t1 The Appelrate Tribunat shail have, for the purpose of
discharging its functions under this Act, the same
powers as are vesfed in a civil court under the code
of civil procedure, 1g0g in respect of the foilowing
matters, namely;-
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(a)Summoning and enforcing the attendance of any

person and examining him on oath;

(b) Requiring the discovery and production of docu-

ments;

(c) Receiving evidence on affidavits;

(d)lssuing commissions for the examinations of wil
nesses or documents;

(e) Rev iewi ng ds decisions;

(f) Dismissing an application for defautt or directing

it ex parte; and

(g)Any other matter which may be prescribed.

(s) All proceedings before the Appellate Tribunal shatt

be deemed to be judicial proceedings within the

meaning of sections 193,219 and 229 for the pur_

poses of section 196 of the lndian penal code, and

the Appellate Tribunal shalt be deemed to be civit

court 196 of the lndian penal code, and the Appellate

Tribunal shall be deemed to be civit court for the pur-
poses of section 19s and chapter XXVt of the code
of Criminal procedure, 1973.

16. Appellate Tribunal is also empowered to impose punishment

or fine or both and penalty on the promoter, Allottee, Real Estate

Agent as the case may be in view of section 64, section 6g and

Section 66 of RER Act, 2010.
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din
17 - lt is experienced by this Appeilate Tribunar whire hearing the
appeal that in some cases, record and proceeding is not
forthcoming even though called. The probable reason may be that
the complaint is fired on-rine with RER Act, 2016 and RERA
Authority is doing the paperress work by adopting on_rine
procedure. rn order to give satisfaction to both parties during
enquiry before Authority and in order to observe principle of natural
justice in it's true spirit, it wiil be just and convenient if other side
against which compraint is fired or the other side from whom
explanation is called by Authority by way of defence to the
complaint should be given opportunity of submitting expranation in
writing even with hard copy. our object of adjudication is to do
justice by following principre of naturar justice and so expranation
from opposite side may be obtained in writing by way of hard copy
(since software of firing complaint does not provide for uploading
explanation in writing) and it wiil form part and parcer of comptaint
case' This will help in disclosing the defence in writing so that there
cannot be any grievance of opposite side that defence and points
raised before Authority were duly raised but not considered and
complainant will get idea about expranation of opponent to his
complaint well in advance in enquiry before Authority and opponent
will be confined to his defene in written explanation and will not go
beyond that whenever, matter is heard before Appeilate Tribunar in
Appeal.

18' Now let us turn to the relief of claiming the interest for delay
in handing over the possession as craimed by Ailottees. Admittedry,
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promoter agreed to hand over the possession within 60 months

from the date of registration of agreement on 20.08.2011 so

possession was expected to be given on or before 20.08.2016.

Clause (9) of agreement is very clear on this point. As per clause

(9) of an agreement grace period of 9 months is further given to

Allottees for handing over the possession. So, the possession was

to be given on or before 20.05.2017 considering period of 60

months and grace period of 9 months. Occupancy certificate is

issued on 11.05.2018. Possession is immediately offered on

16.05.2018 to the Allottees. lt is held by Ld. Authority that once

occupancy certificate is issued Section 18 of RER Act, 2016 which

provides for claiming interest including compensation for delayed

period of possession is not attracted because promoter has not

failed to complete and is not unable to give possession. lt is also

held by Authority that complaint is filed after one month of issuance

of occupation certificate and it is not tenable as occupation

certificate was already issued. According to me, it cannot be laid

down as a straight jacket formura that once the occupancy
ceftificate is issued relief of interest including compensation cannot
be claimed under section 18 of RERAct, 2016 or complaint cannot

be filed after issuance of occupancy certificate. I would like to point

out that in the present case grace period of 9 months was also given

as per clause g of agreement for sale between the parties which
was executed on 20.08.2011. so, 20.0s.201T was the date

including grace period of 9 months on which the possession was to

be handed over to the Allottees. However, occupancy certificate is
received on 11.05.2018. so, there is a delay of 12 months in

obtaining occupancy certificate. Unless occupancy certificate is
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obtained, possession in legal sense cannot be offered. Allottees are

also not expected to take possession without occupancy cer.tificate.

Thus promoter has offered legal possession after one year of due
date of handing over the possession i.e. 2O.OS.2O1T.

Reasons for delav made out bv promoter

19. so, in this matter promoter is unable to give possession on or

before due date. Allottee gets right to claim interest for delay of
every month in giving possession as per Section 1g(1) of RER Act,

2016. Such right to claim interest will continue till the date on which

legal possession i.e. possession with occupancy certificate is
offered to the Allottee. ln present case such offer of legal
possession was given on 16.05.201a by promoter. So, complaint

to claim interest on delayed period of possession can be filed

before or after the legal possession is offered or taken. Thus, once,

due date is over, right to claim interest is accrued to the Allottee and

it will extinguish when legal possession (possession with

occupancy certificate) is offered or taken. Complaint for recovery of
such interest can be filed before Legal possession is offered or

taken and even after taking possession unless such right of
claiming interest is waived or given up either expressly or impliedly
by the Allottee while taking possession. Now promoter has made

out a case that there were genuine reasons beyond his control due
to which such a delay of handing over the possession by 12 months
is caused. According to him there was a delay of 1g months in
granting incentive FSI because such a power was transferred from
planning authority of Alibaugh to clDCo. Thereafter, there is a
delay of 31 months as approval of High Rise committee for making

construction of more than 30 floors was made mandatory. There
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was considerable delay in formation of High Rise Committee and

thereafter, there was further delay on the part of High Rise

committee members to hold the meeting for granting or rejecting

such approvals. similarly, there was further detay of 10 months

since amenities space policy was changed by MMRDA. All these
genuine reasons are pointed out by Ld. advocate for the promoter.

He also submitted that orders passed by Authority in another

complaints wherein all the above mentioned grounds were
accepted as genuine and reasonable causes and mitigating

circumstances of delay in making the construction and the said

orders were passed in respect of this project only. copy of said

order passed in respect of this project is produced by promoter and
it became final since not challenged in the Appeal.

20. lt cannot be ignored that RER Act, 2016 is made

applicable since 1't May, 2017. promoter has registered present

project with MahaRERAAuthority as it was on going project on 1.r

May, 2017 as per section 3 of RER Act, 2016. on registration of
this project under RER Act, 2016 project is governed by RER Act,

2016 and obligations and rights of promoter and Allottees are as

per provisions of RER Act, 2016. I would like to point out that one
of the objects of RER Act, 2016 is to protect interest of customers
(Allottees). Their Lordships of Hon'ble Bombay High court in
Neelkamal REaloter Pvt. Ltd. case writ petiion No. 2737 t2o1l
decided on 06.12.2017 have held that RER Act, 2016 is social and

beneficial legislation. lt is further raid down by Hon'ble Lordships
that provisions of RER Act, 2016 do not rewrite the clause of
completion or handing over possession in agreement for sale.
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promoter is siven opportunity to prescribe fresr ,lYilJ:iT::
Section 4(2)(1X c) of RER Act whire making registration of the
project to protect from penal consequences but promoter is not
absolved of the liability under agreement for sale.

21. Now let us see clause (g) of possession as mentioned in

Agreement for sale;

(e) PossESStoN

(a) Unless prevented by force majeure
event/s, the Promoter will hand over peaceful
possession of the said Apartment to the purchaser upon
obtaining occupation certificate in respect of the said
apartment; which shall be on or before a period of 60
(sixty) months from the date hereof (with a grace period
of 9 months) or such furlher period as may be agreed
between the parties, subject to the purchiser mat<ing
timely payments of the installments towards tha
Purchase Price for the ultimate sale of the said
Apartment as mentioned hereinabove and the
Purchaser duly observing ail the terms and conditions,
contained herein. Provided that the promoter shall be
entitled to reasonable extension of time for giving
delivery of said apartment on the aforesaid date,-if the
completion of building in which the said Apartment are
situated is delayed on account of.(i) non-availability of steel, cement, other building
material or labour at market competitive process and/or(ii) non-availability/shortage of water or electricity
supply; and/or
(iii) war, civil commotion, strikes of workmen or
labourers or other persons, transport strike or an act of
God, irresistible force or reasons beyond the control of
or unforeseen by the promoter; and/or
(iv)._ Any legislation, notice, order, rule, circular,
notification of the Government and/or other public or
other competent authority or court or injunction or stay
or prohibitory orders or directions passed by any court,
tribunal body or authority; and/or
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Appeat No.t08gS(v) Delay in issuing any permission, approval, NOC,
sanction and/or building occupation certiiicate and/or
completion certificate by the concerned authorities
and/or
(vi) Delay in securing necessary permissions or
completion/occupancy certificate from the competent
authorities or water, electricity, drainage and sewerage
connections from the appropriate authorities, rit.
reasons beyond the control of the promoter; and/or(vii) Force majeure or any other reason (not limited
to the reasons mentioned above) beyond the control ofor unforeseen by the promoter, wnicn may prevent,
restrict, interrupt or interfere with or oeiay the
construction of the Building including the said
Apartment and/or
(viii) other force majeure and vis. Major circumstances
conditions including but not limited to the inability toprocure or general shortage of energy, labour,
equipment, facilities, materials or supplies-,'failure of
transportation, strikes, lock outs , action of labour
unions or other causes beyond the control of or
unforeseen by the Promoter or their agents; and/or(ix) A significant down turn in the gLneral economic
conditions in lndia and pertaining in particular to the real
estate industry on account of which there is a slowdown
in the operations of the promoter, and/or(I) Any other forces or reasons beyond the control
of the Promoter.

For the purpose of this Agreement this
expression "force majeure" shall include any natural
calamity, landslide, strikes, terrorist action or threat, civil
commotion, riot, crowd disorder, labour unrest, invasion
war, threat of or preparation of war, firm explosion,
storm, flood, earthquake, subsistence, structural
damage, epidemic or other naturat disaster, calamity or
changes in law, regulations, rules or orders issued by
any court or Government authorities or any acts,
events, restrictions beyond the reasonable control of
the Promoter.

Upon possession of the said Apartment being
delivered to the purchaser he shall have no claim
against the Promoter in respect of any item of work in
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the said Apartment, which has been carried out or
completed.

22. After carefully reading above clause, it is revealed that

the time line to hand over possession is 60 months (5 years) and

also additional grace period of 9 months and further time that may

be consumed causing delay in handing over possession for

reasons beyond control of promoter and due to force majeure and

all other expected and not expected circumstances as prescribed

in clause (9) of agreement, I think, in ordinary course of nature, if

above mentioned reasons and mitigating circumstances will be

accepted as reasons beyond control of promoter then you can

hardly fix the time of delivery of possession to allottee and it may

be few more years after initial period of 60 months i.e. 5 years and

also grace period of 9 more months. lf the clause (9) of possession

is accepted as it is, it can be easily said that, it is one sided and

unfair clause of agreement. Recenfly, Hon'ble Supreme Court has

laid down in civil Appeat No. 1 223$t2o1g with Civil Appeal No.

167712019 in Pioneer Urban Land vs. Govindan Raghavan and
Pioneer Urban Land vs. Geeta Gidwani that, if agreement for
sale is onesided and unfair and Homebuyers are invariably at

disadvantage in an agreement for sare then, such agreement is not

binding and final.

23. Above referred agreement for sale of present case was
executed and registered in the year 2011 when MOFA Act was in
force and not RER Act, 2016. lt was general practice followed in

Real Estate sector that, draft of agreement for sale is prepared by

Promoter or promoter used to get it prepared from his legal advisor
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and charging fees of regar advisor from Ailottee onry. There was no
participation of Allottee in process of preparing draft of agreement.
There was no practice of sharing or giving draft of agreement to
allottee in advance for perusal. so, there was hardly any
opportunity to Allottee to read each and every clause of voluminous
and bulky agreement running into more than 30 or 40 pages while
making it's registration in office of sub-registrar. so, agreements
used to be one sided and dominated by promoter. so, in view of
enforcement of RER Act, 2016 from 01.0s.2017, any clause of
agreement for sale, it found to be against the objects and provisions
of RER Act, 2016, such clause being one-sided cannot be accepted
as term of agreement.

24. The last para which is marked as',A,,in above crause
(9) of agreement is clearly in violation of sectio n M(3) of RER Act,
2016 under which promoter is under obrigation for period of 5 years
to rectify the defect at his cost in respect of Flat as prescribed by
said provision. so crause (g) of possession being one-sided and
unfair, it cannot be used to protect only the promoter for his default
in handing over possession in stipulated or agreed time. so, inspite
of three grounds beyond control of promoter as mentioned by
promoter for delay in giving possession. we can consider totar
period permissibre under crause (9) to give possession is five years
(60 months) and grace period of 9 months. However, for any further
delay for giving possession cannot be considered only to benefit
the promoter or to protect the promoter from his riabirity to face
consequences of delay in giving possession to Allottee. Allottees
have no role to play in completing construction by obtaining
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necessary permissions and approvals from different authorities.

Promoter must anticipate all these things while fixing the date of

handing over the possession to the allottees. I would like to point

out that on 20.05.2017 i.e. after the period of 60 months plus grace

period of nine months are over, promoter was unable to complete

and to give the possession of the flat to the allottees. On that date

itself, right is accrued to the allottees to claim the interest as delay

in handing over possession starts from that date i.e. 20.05 .2017.

Now such delay will be till the date on which possession is legally

handed over to the allottees. So, right of allottees accrued to them

to claim the interest is further continued up to 16.05.201g i.e. the

date on which possession with occupancy certificate was offered.

Now this period of 12 months of delay is though, tried to be justified

by promoter, allottees cannot be deprived of his right to claim

interest for delay in getting the possession. lt is necessary to strike

the balance between obligation of promoter on one hand and right

of the allottees on the other hand. So, in the present case, I think it
just and proper that promoter shall pay interest as per Rule 1g of

Maharashtra Real Estate (Regulation and Development) (Recovery

of lnterest, Penalty, compensation, Fine payable, Forms of

Complaints and Appeal etc.) Rules, 2o1T to the allottees for the
period of 6 months out of the total delayed period of 12 months.

25. Due date agreed for handing over possession of home

is always emotional and happy moment for Allottee in his life as the
dream of occupying after our home is being fulfilled. once it is
delayed, even though for reasons beyond control of promoter,

Allottee has to suffer mental stress and pressure and also financial
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burden of further period to pay rent of rented house and to pay

interest on loan obtained for purchasing the home. Promoter is

expected to understand the trouble, mental harassment and

financial burden likely to be sustained by Allottee once due date of

possession is over, Care and caution which Allottee takes in making

payment of price of home regularly to get home on due date that

much case and caution must be taken equally by promoter to give

possession on due date, Promoter and allottees are justified in

sharing equally the benefit or loss as far as condonation of delayed

period is concerned. Thus, I reiterate that mere issuance of

occupancy ceftificate and offer for possession itself does not

deprive allottees of his legal right to claim the interest if there is a

delay in handing over the possession to the allottees as per agreed

terms of an agreement and even though, such a delay can be

justified for genuine reasons, allottees alone should not be suffered

for that purpose because, it is responsibility and obligation of

promoter only to complete and to give the possession of the flat

within the stipulated time and to obtain occupancy certificate as per

Section 11(c ) of RER Act, 2016. So, application of Section 18 of

RER Act, 2016 depends upon facts of each case and it is attracted

to the present matter.

26.

Relief under Section 12 of RER Act. 2016

As far as relief claimed by Allottees under Section 12 of

RER Act is concerned, Ld. advocate for promoter submitted that all

the previous understandings between the parties including facilities

and amenities mentioned in broacher and advertisement of project

shall stand merged into registered agreement for sale and only

amenities and facilities mentioned in Registered agreement are be
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provided and there is no viotation of section 12 of RER Act, 2016
by making false and incorrect statement in advertisement or in

broacher on the part of promoter as alreged by the ailottees in this
case. lt is true that allottees have not taken the possession even
though they were offered the possession with occupancy certificate
on 16.05.2018- The submission made by Ld. advocate for altottees
that possession of flat ought to have given along with all facilities
and amenities promised by the promoter is arso not acceptable at
this stage of transaction. I would like to point out that the definition
of occupancy certificate as raid down under section z(2t) is as
under :

section 2@fl i "occupancy certificate" means the
occupancy certificate,or suchother certificate by
whatever name cailed, issued by the competent
authority permitting occupation of any buirding, as
provided under local laws, which has provision for civic
infrastructure such as water, sanitation and etectricity.

Thus, it can be said that issuance of occupancy
certificate shows that permission for occupation of the buirding is
granted by the competent authority as per the provisions of local
law. so, building dury constructed as per sanctioned pran if provided
with civic infrastructure water, sanitation and electricity is fit for
residence and it is fit for habitation. so, occupation certificate
permits to occupy the building. As per section 1g(10) of RER Act,
it is duty of Allottee to take the possession within two months from
the date of occupancy certificate.

27.
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Appeat No.1088528. ln the present matter allottees have failed to take the
possessin within two months and faired to discharge their duty
under section 19(10) of RER Act, 2016. ln such circumstances,
allottees are not justified in craiming interest including
compensation as per section 1g of RER Act, 2016 for the period
from 16'05.2018 onwards as Allottee failed to take possession with
occupancy certificate which is offered to them on 16.05.201g..

29.

relates to

building is

30.

I would like to point out that occupancy certificate
permission to occupy any building. Now the definition of
separately given under section 2 of RER Act 2016.

Secfion 2(il : ,'building', includes any
structure or erection or paft of a structure or erection
which is intended to be used for residentiar,
commerciar or for the purpose of any buslness,
occupation, profession or trade, or for any other
related purposes;

Now let us see the definition of completion certificate as
per section 2(q) of RER Act, 2016.

completion certificate is issued by competent authority
whenever real estate project is developed as per sanctioned ptan
lay out plan and specification as approved by the competent
authority under the rocar raw. so, compretion certificate rerates to
real estate project and not only to building.

31. Now real estate project is arso separatery defined under
Section 2(zn) as under .
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section 2(zn): "rear esfafe project" means the
deveropment of a buirding or a buirding consis ting of
apartments, or converting an existing buirding or a
part thereof into apartments, or the deveropment of
rand into prots or apartmenfs, as the case may be, for
the purpose of seiling att or some of the sard
apartmenls or prots or buitding as the case may be,
and incrudes the common areas, the deveropment
works, ail improvements and structures thereon, and
all easement, rights and appurtenances beronging
thereto,.

32. The definition of rear estate project crearty show that it
is inclusive of externar deveropment work as weil as internar
development work.

section 2(w) and section 2(zb) defined externar deveropment
and internal development as under :

Section 2(wl : ,,externat development works,,
includes roads and road systems landscaping
water supply, seweage and drainage systems,
electricity supply transformer, sub-station, solid
waste management and disposal or any other work
which may have to be executed in the periphery of,
or outside, a project for its benefit, as may be
provided under the local laws;,,

Secfion 2(zb) : ', internal development works,,
means roads, footpaths, water supply, seu/ers,
drains, parks, tree planting, sfreef tighting,
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provision for community buildings and for treatment

and disposa/ of sewage and suilage water, sorid

waste management and disposal, water
conservation, energy management, fire protection

and fire safety requirements, social infrastructure

such as education heatth and other pubtic

amenities or any other work in a project for its
benefit, as per sanctioned plans;

Building and real estate project are not similar and
identical in view of separate definitions under RER Act, 2016. I

reiterate that occupation certificate relates to building, apartment or
plot whereas completion certificate relates to completion of real
estate project.

34. similarly the word development work is defined under
Section 2(t) of RER Act, 2016 as under :

Section 2(t): "development works,'means the
external deveropment works and internar
development works on immovable property;

33.

35. After carefully perusing the above mentioned different
definitions of building, real estate project, external development
work and internar deveropment work, it can be easiry said that
concept of issuance of completion certificate is different than the
concept of issuance of occupation certificate. ln fact occupation
certificate is issued at earry stage and compretion certificate is
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issued at later stage as the completion cerlificate amounts to

complete development of the real estate project as per sanctioned

plan, layout and specification. ln the present matter Allottee made

allegations against the Promoter that the Promoter did not complete

the construction and complete the project as per sanctioned plan

and lay out plan and did not provide all the amenities and facilities

which were agreed to be provided by the Promoter. Allottee cannot

raise such objection against Promoter for denying to take

possession once occupation cerlificate is issued

Relevancv of common Amenities white takino legat
possession

36. since completion certificate is yet to be issued in

respect of present matter in which the development of the real

estate project of the present matter is not yet completed so,

amenities and facilities which are common and provided for the

entire project cannot be expected to be given along with possession

of the flat once occupancy certificate is issued. Home buyer is

interested in getting the residence and residence must be provided

with basic civic infrastructure water, sanitation and electricity.

Moreover, issuance of occupancy cerlificate by competent authority
shows that the building is fit for residence and accordingly

occupants are permitted legally to occupy the said building.

However, at the same time, amenities and facilities such as club

house, gymnasium, garden, dispensary, play ground and other
development work may be in progress. I would like to point out

common amenities and facilities are to be enjoyed by all the flat
purchasers in the said project. So, present allottees cannot agitate

at the time of taking legal possession that common facilities and
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Appeat No.t0gg5amenities shourd be provided to them at the time of handing over
the possession of the frat once occupation certificate is issued. So,
it is necessary on the part of ailottees to accept the possession of
the flat without any deray. Moreover, section 12 does not attract to
this matter at this moment as the entire project is not yet compreted
and completion certificate is not yet issued. so, proper stage to
verify as to whether promoter has committed breach of his
obligation by not providing common facilities and amenities as
promised is not the stage when occupancy certification is issued. lt
may be after issuance of compretion cerlificate on compretion of
entire real estate project. The craim of ailottees for compensation
under Section 12for false and incorrect statement in advertisement
and broacher cannot be accepted at this juncture. However,
allottees are at riberty to raise this issue in future as and when
cause of action will arise for that purpose against the promoter.

37. It appears that promoter has craimed some recovery
against the allottees and demanded that amount. However,
allottees have made a case that they have paid the entire amount.
It appears that the amount of recovery as craimed by the promoter
is in respect of different headings and those are not covered in the
amount paid by Allottee to promoter till date. So, allottees are
expected to pay the said amount which is craimed by the promoter
after adjusting the interest of Six months on derayed period as
observed by me in above discussion.

Conclusion
38. ln view of the above discussion, I am of the opinion that
allottees are entiiled to claim interest only for six months on the
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amount paid to the promoter till date and the said interest shall be

adjusted against the balance amount which Allottee shall pay to the

promoter.

39 Allottees shall take the possession of the flat by making

payment of balance amount as observed above after adjusting the

interest of Six months on one and the same day. promoter and

allottees shall complete the above formalities of paying the balance

amount by adjusting the interest and by handing over the

possession of the flat and by taking the possession of the flat within

one month from the date of this order.

40. The claim for compensation under Section 12 of RER

Act, 2016 as made by the allottees is not tenable at this juncture

and allottees are at liberty to claim such relief in future as and when

cause of action arises after the completion of entire real estate

project and issuance of completion certificate to that effect.

Promoter shall not be entitled to claim interest on the amount which

is to be recovered from the allottees.

Decision is not precedent and restricted to this case onlv
41. My observations and findings with the reasons

mentioned in this matter are restricted to this matter on the basis of

facts and circumstances of this matter only. This decision shall not

be used as a precedent for other pending matters or the matters

likely to be filed in future in respect of this project either by allottees

or by promoter. Promoter shall not claim the charges for the

amenities and facilities which are not provided so far. So, I answer

points accordingly.
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42. ln the result, I parfly allow the appeal and parfly modify

the impugned order

ORDER

Appeal No. 10855 is partly allowed.

lmpugned order dated 24.10.2018 passed in

Complaint No. 55143 is modified as under :-

a) As per Section 18 of RER Act, 201g Allottees

are entitled to claim interest for delayed period

of Six months at the rate prescribed under Rule

18 of Maharashtra Real Estate (Regulation

and Development) Registration of Real Estate

Project, Registration of Real Estate Agents,

Rates of lnterest and Disclosures on Website)

Rules, 2017 on the amount paid by them to the

promoter as per Section 18 of RER Act.

b) Allottee shall pay the balance amount without

any interest on it to the promoter forthwith.

c) Promoter shall give actual possession of Flat

with occupancy certificate on the day of

receiving the balance amount from Allottee

and Allottee shall take possession.

d) Promoter and Allottee shall complete above

formalities of adjusting interest on delayed

period of possession and balance amount to

be paid by allottee to the promoter and giving

and taking possession of flat with occupancy

i)

ii)
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certificate within period of one month from date

of this order

e) Relief of compensation claimed by Allottees

under Section 12 of RER Act, 2016 is not

tenable at this juncture and Allottees are at

liberty to claim such relief as and when cause

of action will arise on or before completion of

entire real estate project and issuance of

com pletion certificate.

f) Promoter shall initiate the process of forming

the Society.

g) No order as to costs.

h) This decision shall not be treated as precedent

and shall not be binding on the other pending

cases or the cases that will be filed in future in

respect of the present project.

u/Ciltk.
-lY tr-" h-t 3 .

I SUMANT M. KOLHE,]
JUDICIAL MEMBER,

Maharashtra Real Estate
Ap pel IateTri bu na l, (Ma ha REAT)

Mumbai.
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